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Integrating
Integrate IDMS with products from Broadcom and third-party providers to extend your mainframe capabilities, such as
leveraging a modern Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to maintain, support, and develop mainframe-based
applications and solutions.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Integrating.

Build and Maintain IDMS COBOL Applications with VSCode or Eclipse
Che
Work on IDMS COBOL applications in your preferred development environment with the IDMS COBOL language support
extension for VSCode or Eclipse Che.

COBOL Language Support is a free extension for Microsoft Visual Studio Code (VSCode) that is published
by Broadcom. With the extension, you can edit and manage IDMS COBOL applications outside of your mainframe
environment.

The extension enhances the COBOL programming experience in your development environment. Use the language
server protocol (LSP) to provide autocomplete and syntax highlighting and coloring. The extension also provides
diagnostic features for COBOL code and IDMS statements.

• Syntax highlighting and coloring
– Enables syntax highlighting for COBOL code and IDMS statements. Contrasting colors in the displayed code make

it easy to distinguish keywords, variables, and paragraphs.
• Autocomplete

– Speeds up the coding process by intuitively suggesting the most likely variables or paragraphs to follow the existing
code. The extension recognizes the IDMS COBOL DML and provides live suggestions while you type for keywords,
variables, paragraphs, and more.

• Syntax and semantic check for code
– Checks for mistakes and errors in COBOL code. See suggested fixes through the syntax and semantic analysis

feature, which returns diagnostics on the entire context of the code, not just key words.
• Snippets

– Provide useful templates from which to start coding. The snippets can be inserted into the program from the
command palette or you can use the snippet name in the program. All IDMS DML code snippet descriptions begin
with [IDMS].

• IDMS Copybook Support
– The extension that supports IDMS Copybooks is used in your source code and stored locally. Enable IDMS

copybook support in the workspace settings. Specify the folders and data sets that contain IDMS copybooks that
are used in your project. For instructions, see  Implement IDMS Copybook Support Through the COBOL Language
Support Extension.

NOTE

The extension supports the IDMS COBOL DML statements. (The extension does not support LRF or SQL DML
statements.) For more information about IDMS COBOL and DML statements, see the following topics in the
IDMS Reference documentation:

• DML Reference for COBOL
• COBOL DML Statements

Find Out More and Download the Extension
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To get more information or to download the extension, see COBOL Language Support at the Visual Studio Marketplace.

COBOL Language Support is also part of Code4z, a VSCode extension pack that offers a modern experience for
mainframe application developers working with z/OS. To download, see Code4z.

Implement IDMS Copybook Support Through the COBOL Language Support
Extension
Use IDMS copybook support offered by the COBOL Language Support extension.(Extract (punch) IDMS entities to a PDS
member in IDMS copybook format,) Transfer IDMS copybooks to your local workspace and configure your workspace to
point to their location.

To support COPY IDMS statements, use the copybook support offered by the COBOL Language Support extension. The
entity named as the target of the COPY IDMS statement must match the copybook name. Entity examples are:

• record name
• file name
• map name
• module name

View the source for the entity as part of the program at the location of the COPY IDMS statement even though you store it
in the local file system.

To use the IDMS copybook support:

• Store the IDMS copybooks in a folder in the VSCode workspace, one the user specifies or creates automatically when
you retrieve copybooks from the mainframe.

• Specify the folders that contain copybooks in the VSCode workspace settings.

Store IDMS copybooks locally or retrieve copybooks from the mainframe

To store an IDMS copybook locally whether it be downloaded or retrieved from the mainframe, choose one of the following
methods:

• Create a tar file using the IDMSDMLC preprocessor, transport, and extract the copybooks (recommended method).
• Manually create copybooks in the local folders using your preferred method.

Configure Your Workspace to Locate the IDMS Copybook Files

To configure your workspace to locate the copybook files that are either stored locally or automatically downloaded from
the mainframe, see the Copybook Support section of the COBOL Language Support at the Visual Studio Marketplace.

Create and use a tar file to populate the IDMS Copybooks

To create, download or export, and extract the copybooks into a local or USS folder, perform the following steps:

1. Create a tar file containing all the copybooks that are used in a COBOL program containing IDMS DML when you
specify the location of the tar file in the IDMSDMLC JCL.

To instruct the IDMSDMLC preprocessor to create a tar file, add a SYSTAR DD statement to the JCL used to execute
the preprocessor.

The following example shows the SYSTAR DD statement. Note that the LRECL must be 512 bytes.

//SYSTAR    DD DSN=EMPRPT1.TAR,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//          DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=512,BLKSIZE=10240,DSORG=PS),

//          SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))
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The resulting tar file contains one copybook entry for each COPY IDMS statement. The folder path to the copybook is
included in each entry in the form <program-name>/<dictionary-name>/<optional-type>. Once extracted, each entry is
located in the folder path.

For example, the resulting path of the statement COPY IDMS RECORD EMPLOYEE in program EMPRPT
precompiled from dictionary APPLDICT is EMPRPT/APPLDICT/RECORD. After extracting the copybooks from the tar
file, this location contains the EMPLOYEE.cpy copybook.

NOTE
If no dictionary name is available to the IDMSDMLC precompiler, -DEFAULT- is used.

For more information on executing IDMSDMLC to create a tar file, see the IDMS DML COBOL Reference.
2. If storing in a local folder available to VSCode:

– Download the tar file using the method of your choice. For example, Zowe Explorer, FTP.

Use the Zowe cli zosmf command to download the dataset EMPRPT1.TAR from the mainframe. The dataset is
specified in the associated Zowe profile. Download to emprpt1.tar in the current location as a binary file preserves
the case. For more information on Zowe cli commands, see Zowe CLI. For example:

$ zowe files dl ds "EMPRPT1.TAR" -f emprpt1.tar -b -po

– Extract the copybooks into the local folder using the tar command line tool.

As shown here: tar xvf my_tar_file local folder location

The following example command extracts the copybooks from the emprpt1.tar file and adds them to the current
folder. For more information on the tar command line tool, issue the tar -help command.

Note: This command is platform-dependent.

$ tar xvf emprpt1.tar

3. If you set up automatic copybook retrieval from the mainframe to download copybooks from mainframe datasets:
– Export tar file to USS file system on the mainframe.

In this example, the command copies the MVS dataset EMPRPT1.TAR to the USS file emprpt1.tar.

$ cp "//'EMPRPT1.TAR'" emprpt1.tar

– Extract the copybooks into the USS file system using the tar extract command. For example, tar xvf my_tar_file
USS file location.

The following example command extracts the copybooks from the emprpt1.tar file and adds them to the current
folder. For more information on the tar command line tool, issue the man tar command.

Note: This is platform-dependent.

Note: Depending on the granted permissions, a message indicating the inability to set the uid/gid may be issued for
each copybook extracted from the tar file. These messages can be ignored. The permissions of the target uss file
system will be used.

$ tar xvf emprpt1.tar

NOTE
The IDMS RECORDS WITHIN WORKING-STORAGE clause on the PROTOCOL section cannot be used
to generate or reference the subschema information. Instead you must manually code a COPY IDMS
SUBSCHEMA-DESCRIPTION in the WORKING-STORAGE/LINKAGE section.

Integrate the REST API with the API Mediation Layer
The API Mediation Layer consolidates mainframe RESTful API services, including the IDMS REST API, at a single,
secure point of access.
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It offers a cloud-like experience through high-availability, scalability, dynamic discovery, and provides API documentation
of services registered with it. For more information about the Mediation Layer, see Zowe API ML.

Integration with the API Mediation Layer is optional. You can still use the IDMS REST API without the API Mediation
Layer. However, integration with the API Mediation Layer provides additional benefits to your API service.

NOTE
You can deploy the IDMS REST API either with or without the API Mediation Layer.

Install the API Mediation Layer

Download the API Mediation Layer package by using one of the following methods:

• Acquire the API Mediation Layer installation pax file as part of the Brightside Enterprise software package (release
2.0) from Broadcom Support under Download Management. For installation instructions, see the Zowe API ML
documentation.

• Acquire the API Mediation Layer as part of the Zowe open source project. For more information, see the Zowe
documentation.

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer

Integrate the IDMS REST API with the API Mediation Layer to make the REST API discoverable and available in the API
Catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure certificates to enable an HTTPS connection between the REST API and the API Mediation Layer. For
documentation about this procedure, see Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

2. Update the following settings in the application.yml file:<idmsapi>/etc/application.yml where <idmsapi> is the directory
in the USS file system where the product is installed.
a. Set apiml.enabled to true .
b. Change the setting for apiml.service.serviceId to a unique service ID.
c. Set apiml.service.hostname and apiml.service.ipAddress to the host name and the IP address of your

server, respectively. You can keep the setting localhost for development purposes if the API Mediation Layer is
running on the same server.

d. Set api.service.discoveryServiceUrls to the URL of the API Mediation Layer Discovery Service. You
can keep https://localhost:10011/eureka if the API Mediation Layer is running on the same server and is
using the default port 10011 for the Discovery Service.
The following examples show how to set the values in either the yml file or from the command line.
Example of values set in the etc/application.yml file

apiml:

   enabled: true 

   service: 

     serviceId: caidms 

     hostname: localhost 

     ipAddress: 127.0.0.1 

     discoveryServiceUrls: 

       - https://localhost:10011/eureka

`

3. Verify that the integration is successful. Go to the API Catalog home page and ensure that the IDMS API service is
displayed.

You can now access the IDMS REST API service through the API Mediation Layer. This integration makes your service
details such as availability status and API documentation available through the API Catalog, enables you to run multiple
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service instances to ensure high-availability, and lets you change the service IP location without affecting the REST API
client communication.

Integrate with IDz/RDz or Development Environment for z Systems
As an IDMS developer, you may want to develop and maintain COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler language programs in an
enhanced integrated development environment (IDE). To perform these activities, you can use an Eclipse-based IDE such
as IBM Developer for z/OS (IDz), Rational Developer for System z (RDz), and Development Environment for z Systems.
The steps to integrate IDMS with each of these IDEs are similar.

Modern IDEs can be used for maintaining, supporting, and developing mainframe-based applications. These platforms
provide a feature-rich, Windows-based toolset using the Eclipse plug-in technology.

IDMS provides several sample REXX execs and JCL procedures, which are in the IDMS SAMPLES distribution library.
The samples facilitate the integration and must be customized for your environment. You can find detailed instructions
within the samples.

Using IDMS with Endevor

When IDMS is used with Endevor to integrate with Eclipse-based IDEs, you do not need to perform workstation
configuration procedures. The build processes that are used to invoke the IDMS pre-processors, should be part of the
Endevor processor groups.

COBOL Customization
This article describes the REXX Exec and JCLP procedure that you can use to integrate modern integrated development
environments (IDEs) with COBOL programs running under IDMS.

Sample REXX Exec

IDMSEMLC

The IDMSEMLC REXX Exec invokes the IDMS DML Precompiler. IDMSEMLC must be configured both within z/OS and
IDEs. You may want to move IDMSEMLC to your TSO CLIST library to facilitate its invocation from IDEs.

WARNING

When coding DML statements that span multiple lines, it is a best practice to code in two or fewer lines for
maximum compatibility with the local compiler.

IDMSIMLC

IDMSIMLC is a sample version of the parameter file that is generated by IDEs that can be used as input to the
IDMSEMLC exec. IDMSIMLC must be tailored to your site-specific requirements. It can be used in a local invocation of
IDMSEMLC, for example, under TSO/ISPF, to validate the proper functioning of the exec.

To invoke the IDMSEMLC exec, type the following code at a TSO prompt. These execs must be in a library that exists
within your TSO clist library concatenation.

IDMSEMLC site-specific-idms-samples-lib(IDMSIMLC)
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JCL Procedure

IDMSJMLC

IDMSJMLC is a JCL Procedure that invokes the IDMS DML Precompiler for programs that either run-under or access
IDMS. This procedure also invokes the COBOL compiler and Linkage Editor. IDMSJMLC is invoked when certain menu
actions are performed within IDEs, and should be added to one of your system PROCLIBs.

Customizing the Sample REXX Exec and JCL Procedure

The COBOL REXX Exec and JCL Procedure must be configured both within z/OS and IDEs.

z/OS

The following variables must be configured within IDMSEMLC.:

cdmslib_dsn1
Identifies the name of the first Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

cdmslib_dsn2
Identifies the name of the second Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

cdmslib_dsn3
Identifies the name of the third Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

sysidms_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSIDMS DD statement.

syslst_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSLST DD statement.

unit
Identifies the UNIT that is used to allocate all DASD files.

Modern IDEs

To make use of the pre-processor exec, modify the following items in the Remote preprocessor configuration section
within the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate Remote preprocessor configuration, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE window, edit the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.
2. Select the COBOL tab.
3. Select Editor Configurations.
4. Expand Preprocessor Integration.
5. Select Use  remote preprocessors.
6. Expand Remote preprocessor configuration.
7. Configure the following items:

WARNING

When specifying your DSN, other than the Preprocessor Parameters, do not add more spaces before or after
the DSN.

REXX or CLIST invoking preprocessor
Set to the DSN (including member name) where the IDMSEMLC list resides on your mainframe LPAR.

Preprocessor output location
Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the invocation of the IDMSDMLC precompiler.
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High-level qualifier for preprocessor data
Set to the high-level-qualifier (HLQ) that you want to use for all non-explicit DSN references in the exec, for
example, the SYS00X work files. Typically, this HLQ is your TSO User-ID.

Preprocessor Parameters
Preprocessor parameters allow you to override the default specification for both the SYSIDMS and SYSLST DSN
specifications in the exec. The parameters must be separated using one or more spaces.
SYSIDMS=

Set to the DSN of an existing SYSIDMS file. Example:  SYSIDMS=<data set name>

SYSPCH=
Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the DMLC precompiler.  Example:  SYSPCH=<data
set name>

z/OS

This section describes how to set pre-processor integration preferences, and configure JCL Procedure variables.

Setting Pre-processor Integration Preferences

For the IDE samples, configure the following pre-processor integration preference settings to determine how the pre-
processor statements are processed.

To locate the Preprocessor Integration, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE, select Window.
2. Select Preferences.
3. Expand COBOL.
4. Expand Editor.
5. Select Preprocessor Integration.
6. Within the Identifying preprocessor statements, the following configuration is recommended:
7. 1. Check Ignore changes in case.

2. Check Ignore changes to tab and space characters.
3. Uncheck Ignore changes in the sequence numbering areas.

Configuring JCL Procedure Variables

The following variables must be configured within IDMSJMLC:

LNGPRFX
The high-level-qualifier of your COBOL library.

COBOL library
The COBOL library.

CICSLIB
The high-level-qualifier of your CICS SDFHLOAD COBOL library.

UNITDMLC
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the DMLC precompile step.

UNITC
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the COBOL step.

IDMSLIB1
The Data Set Name for your Network loadlib or DBA load library.
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IDMSLIB2
The Data Set Name for your Custom load library.

IDMSLIB3
The Data Set Name for your complete IDMS load library.

SYSIDMS
The Data Set Name for the SYSIDMS DD statement in the DMLC step.

Modern IDEs

To invoke the IDMSJMLC proc, modify the following items in the Procedures and Steps section within the Property
Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate the Procedures and Steps section, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.
2. Select the COBOL tab.
3. Select Procedures and Steps.
4. Expand Step options, and add the following Procedure & Steps:

a. IDMSJMLC -  DMLC
b. IDMSJMLC - COBOL

5. Configure the following items for the DMLC step:
a. Options: Specify NOINSTALL.   This setting prevents the storage of the RCM into the dictionary for programs that

use SQL DML.
b. Support Error Feedback: Do not check this box.

6. Configure the following items for the DMLC step:
7. 1. Listing output data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the listing file generated by the compiler.
2. Object deck data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the Object module generated by the compiler.
3. SYSLIB

The Data Set Name that is used for the COBOL, SYSLIB DD statement.
4. Support Error Feedback

Check this box if you want to use the automated mechanism for reporting compiler errors through the Remote
Error List in Development Environment for z Systems.

5. Data set qualifier for compiler errors
The Data Set prefix that is used to communicate compiler errors to the IDE.

Using CICS

COBOL programs that run under CICS (and contain IDMS DML statements) can also be maintained using modern IDEs.

To enable CICS support, check mark the CICS button on the Runtime Environments window within the COBOL tab, for
the Property Group associated with your sub-project.

PL/I Customization
This article describes the REXX Exec and JCL Procedure that you can use to integrate modern integrated development
environments (IDEs) with PL/I programs running under IDMS.
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Sample REXX Exec

IDMSEMLP

The IDMSEMLP REXX Exec invokes the IDMS DML Precompiler for PL/I. IDMSEMLP must be configured both within z/
OS and the IDE. You may want to move IDMSEMLP to your TSO CLIST library to facilitate its invocation from IDEs.

IDMSIMLP

IDMSIMLP is a sample version of the parameter file that is generated by IDEs that can be used as input to the
IDMSEMLP exec. IDMSIMLP must be tailored to your site-specific requirements. It can be used in a local invocation of
IDMSEMLP, for example, under TSO/ISPF to validate the proper functioning of the exec.

To invoke the IDMSEMLP exec, type the following code at a TSO prompt. IDMSEMLP must be in a library that exists
within your TSO clist library concatenation.

IDMSEMLP site-specific-idms-samples-lib(IDMSIMLP) 

JCL Procedure

IDMSJMLP

IDMSJMLP is a JCL Procedure that invokes the IDMS DML Precompiler for programs that either run-under or access
IDMS. This procedure also invokes the PL/I compiler and Linkage Editor. IDMSJMLP is invoked when certain menu
actions are performed within IDEs, and should be added to one of your system PROCLIBs.

Customizing Sample REXX Exec and JCL Procedure

The PL/I REXX Exec and JCL Procedure must be configured both within z/OS and IDEs.

z/OS

The following variables must be configured within IDMSEMLP:

cdmslib_dsn1
Identifies the name of the first Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

cdmslib_dsn2
Identifies the name of the second Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

cdmslib_dsn3
Identifies the name of the third Data Set in the CDMSLIB concatenation.

sysidms_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSIDMS DD statement.

syslst_dsn
Identifies the default Data Set Name that is used in the SYSLST DD statement.

unit
Identifies the UNIT that is used to allocate all DASD files.

Modern IDEs

To make use of the pre-processor exec, modify the following items in the Remote preprocessor configuration section
within the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.
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To locate Remote preprocessor configuration, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.
2. Select the PL/I tab.
3. Select Editor Configurations.
4. Expand Preprocessor Integration.
5. Select Use  remote preprocessors.
6. Expand Remote preprocessor configuration.
7. Configure the following items:

WARNING

When specifying your DSN, other than the Preprocessor Parameters, do not add more spaces before or after
the DSN.

REXX or CLIST invoking preprocessor
Set to the DSN (including member name) where the IDMSEMLP list resides on your mainframe LPAR.

Preprocessor output location
Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the invocation of the IDMSDMLP precompiler.

High-level qualifier for preprocessor data
Set to the high-level-qualifier (HLQ) that you want to use for all non-explicit DSN references in the exec, for
example, the SYS00X work files. Typically, this HLQ is your TSO User-ID.

Preprocessor Parameters
Preprocessor parameters allow you to override the default specification for both the SYSIDMS and SYSLST DSN
specifications in the exec. The parameters must be separated using one or more spaces.
SYSIDMS=

Set to the DSN of an existing SYSIDMS file. Example:  SYSIDMS=<data set name>

SYSPCH=
Set to the DSN of the SYSPCH file that is created by the DMLP precompiler.  Example:  SYSPCH=<data
set name>

z/OS

This section describes how to set pre-processor integration preferences, and configure JCL Procedure variables.

Setting Pre-Processor Integration Preferences

For the IDE samples, we recommend that you configure the following pre-processor integration preference settings to
determine how the pre-processor statements are processed.

To locate the Preprocessor Integration, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE, select Window.
2. Select Preferences.
3. Expand PL/I.
4. Expand Editor.
5. Select Preprocessor Integration.
6. Within the Identifying preprocessor statements, the following configuration is recommended:
7. 1. Check Ignore changes in case.

2. Check Ignore changes to tab and space characters.
3. Uncheck Ignore changes in the sequence numbering areas.
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Configuring JCL Procedure Variables

The following variables must be configured within IDMSJMLP:

LNGPRFX
The high-level-qualifier of your PL/I library.

LODPRFX
The high-level-qualifier of your Development Environment for z Systems library for PL/I.

CICSLIB
The high-level-qualifier of your CICS SDFHLOAD library, for PL/I.

UNITDMLP
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the DMLP precompile step.

UNITPLI
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the PLI step.

IDMSLIB1
The Data Set Name for your Network loadlib or DBA load library.

IDMSLIB2
The Data Set Name for your Custom load library.

IDMSLIB3
The Data Set Name for your complete IDMS load library.

SYSIDMS
The Data Set Name for the SYSIDMS DD statement in the DMLP step.

Modern IDEs

To invoke the IDMSJMLP proc, modify the following items in the Procedures and Steps section within the Property
Group that is associated with your sub-project.

To locate the Procedures and Steps section, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.
2. Select the PL/I tab.
3. Select Procedures and Steps.
4. Expand Step options, and add the following Procedure & Steps:

a. IDMSJMLP - DMLP
b. IDMSJMLP - PLI

5. Configure the following items for the DMLP step:
a. Options: Specify NOINSTALL. This setting prevents the storage of the RCM into the dictionary for programs that

use SQL.
b. Support Error Feedback: Do not check this box.

6. Configure the following items for the PLI step:
7. 1. Listing output data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the listing file generated by the compiler.
2. Object deck data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the Object module generated by the compiler.
3. SYSLIB

The Data Set Name that is used for the PL/I, SYSLIB DD statement.
4. Support Error Feedback

Check this box if you want to use the automated mechanism for reporting compiler errors through the Remote
Error List in Development Environment for z Systems.
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5. Data set qualifier for compiler errors
The Data Set prefix that is used to communicate compiler errors to Development Environment for z Systems.

Using CICS

PL/I programs that run under CICS (and contain IDMS DML statements) can also be maintained using IDEs.

To enable CICS support, check mark the CICS button on the Runtime Environments window within the PL/I tab, for the
Property Group associated with your sub-project.

Assembler Customization
This article describes the JCL Procedure that you can use to integrate modern integrated development environments
(IDEs) with Assembler programs running under IDMS.

JCL Procedure

IDMSJMLA

IDMSJMLA is a JCL Procedure that invokes the IDMS DML Precompiler for Assembler programs that either run-under or
access IDMS. This procedure also invokes the system assembler and Linkage Editor. IDMSJMLA is invoked when certain
menu actions are performed within IDEs, and should be added to one of your system PROCLIBs.

NOTE

A sample REXX Exec is not provided for Assembler, due to the lack of pre-processor support for this language
within IDEs.

Customizing the JCL Procedure

The IDMSJMLA JCL Procedure must be configured both within z/OS and IDEs.

z/OS

The following variables must be configured within IDMSJMLA:

UNITDMLA
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the DMLC precompile step.

UNITA
The unit name for all files that are allocated in the Assembler step.

IDMSLIB1
The Data Set Name for your Network loadlib or DBA load library.

IDMSLIB2
The Data Set Name for your Custom load library.

IDMSLIB3
The Data Set Name for your complete IDMS load library.

SYSIDMS
The Data Set Name for the SYSIDMS DD statement in the DMLC step.

Modern IDEs

To invoke the IDMSJMLA proc, modify the following items in the Procedures and Steps section within the Property
Group that is associated with your sub-project.
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To locate the Procedures and Steps section, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.
2. Select the Assembler tab.
3. Select Procedures and Steps.
4. Expand Step options, and add the following Procedure & Steps:

a. IDMSJMLA - DMLA
b. IDMSJMLA - ASM

5. Configure the following items for the DMLA step:
a. Options: Specify NOINSTALL. This setting prevents the storage of the RCM into the dictionary for programs that

use SQL.
b. Support Error Feedback: Do not check this box.

6. Configure the following items for the ASM step:
7. 1. Listing output data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the listing file generated by the compiler.
2. Object deck data set

The Data Set Name that is used to store the Object module generated by the compiler.
3. Macro libraries

One or more data set libraries (separated by a space) used for the Assembler, SYSLIB DD statement.

NOTE

To recognize an IDMS macro, you must add your IDMS macro library to this field. Adding the macro to
this field also allows you to open the macro definition by pressing the control key and hovering over a
macro name.

4. Support Error Feedback
Check this box if you want to use the automated mechanism for reporting compiler errors through the Remote
Error List in the IDE.

5. Data set qualifier for compiler errors
The Data Set prefix that is used to communicate compiler errors to the IDE.

Customized IDMS User Macro File

IDMS provides an XML user macro file, IDMSUMAC, that includes DML Assembler Macros for integration with IDEs.

IDMSUMAC can be uploaded into the Editor Options section within the Property Group that is associated with your sub-
project.

To locate Editor Options to upload your DML Assembler XML Macro file, follow this navigation:

1. Within the IDE Property Group window, edit the Property Group that is associated with your sub-project.
2. Select the Assembler tab.
3. Select Editor Options.
4. Within the General section, click Manage.
5. Select the Macro Instructions tab.
6. Click Import to import a Macro file.
7. Click on the File button.
8. Click Browse and select the <DMLA XML macro file>.
9. Click OK.
10. Click Finish to upload the macro into your Macro Instructions list.
11. Click OK to complete the macro upload process.
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Benefits of Applying the IDMS User Macro

The following benefits are available when editing an Assembler source program:

• Content assist, by pressing CTRL key and space bar
• Syntax checking

NOTE

When IDMS pre-compiler directive statements do not follow Assembler standards, the syntax checker may
flag those statements as errors.

Integrate with Mainframe Operational Intelligence
Monitor IDMS performance through Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI). MOI uses machine learning to predict
future performance and recommend the next best action for future events.

MOI uses SMF data that is issued by IDMS to create a set of IDMS performance metrics. By monitoring performance
metrics from across your mainframe, MOI gives you insight into trends in resource usage and application behavior. This
knowledge can help you identify and address potential issues before they become problems. You can even automate
actions to be performed when certain conditions are present.

Available Metrics

MOI tracks and analyzes IDMS performance statistics in four categories:

Journals
See the status of disk journals, specifically journals that are full or have been offloaded. Specifically, you can track
the following metrics:

• Average JDBC and JBEE wait per interval
• Average journal buffer, read, and write wait per interval

Storage Pools
Get metrics about storage use after DC/UCF system startup:

• Number of fragments stored in the database
• Average length of waits to obtain different types of storage

Program Pools
See information about each type of program pool (non-reentrant and reentrant) defined to the system. Track
statistics for the greatest amount of the program pool (specified in kilobytes) used at any point in time during the
interval.

Run Units
Get metrics for system transactions, such as the number of:

• Database records found in cache
• Calls to the database
• Pages read, requested, and written

IDMS support has been added to MOI as part of an interim enhancement (2.0.06). IDMS customers are entitled to the full
suite of capabilities that are offered by MOI through the MOI SKU (or license):

• Adaptive thresholding (Green Highways and alerting)
• Data visualization (dashboards, reports, charting)
• Topology
• Issue Intelligence
• OPS/MVS support 
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For more information about this integration, see the Mainframe Operational Intelligence documentation.

Write the SMF Records for Use in MOI
Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI) uses SMF records from IDMS to monitor and depict performance.

SMF (which contains Interval Monitor) records provide MOI with the performance data to be analyzed. To write the SMF
records, follow these instructions.

1. Specify that you want interval monitor statistics to be active by configuring the #PMOPT macro. This configurable
macro specifies runtime options for Performance Monitor. See the following configuration for the required options,
which are shown in bold.

//*                                                                              

//************************************************************                  

//***    ASSEMBLE AND LINK A NEW #PMOPT MODULE             ***                  

//************************************************************                  

//*                                                                              

//DCPARM EXEC HLASMCL                                                            

//C.SYSLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DIST.QA.CAGJJ0.DISTMAC                                

//C.SYSIN  DD *                                                                  

         #PMOPT ,                                                      X00020000

               AMACT=YES,          YES|NO WANT PMAM ACTIVE             X00040000

               AMDCLOG=NO,         YES|NO WANT PMAM STATS TO DCLOG     X00050000

               AMSMF=YES,          YES|NO WANT PMAM STATS TO SMF       X00060000

               AMSMFSZ=8180,       SIZE OF PMAM SMF RECORDS            X00070000

               DBKMAX=5,           MAX # OF DBKEY RECS PER TASK        X00080000

               DCSTATS=NO,         YES|NO WANT DCSTATS                 X00090000

               DLGNAME=SCREEN,     SCREEN|FIRST                        X00100000

               ENTMAX=50,          MAX # OF ENTITIES FOR ONLINE PMAM   X00110000

               IMACT=YES,          YES|NO WANT PMIM ACTIVE             X00120000

               IMDCLOG=NO,         YES|NO WANT PMIM STATS TO DCLOG     X00130000 

               IMREFT=2400,        TIME OF PMIM DATA BUCKET REFRESH    X00140000

               IMSMF=YES,          YES|NO WANT PMIM STATS TO SMF       X00150000

               IMSMFSZ=8180,       SIZE OF PMIM SMF RECORDS            X00160000

               INTVMAX=20,         # OF INTERVALS FOR ONLINE           X00170000

               INTVSIZ=5,          SIZE OF PMIM INTERVAL (MINS)        X00180000

               LIBMAX=10,          MAX # OF CDMSLNNN RECS PER INTRVL   X00190000

               OCCRMAX=50,    DFLT MAX # OF OCCURRANCES FOR 1 ENTITY   X00200000

               SMFRCID=233,        SMF RECORD ID                       X00210000

               SMFTYP4=NO,         YES|NO WANT SMF4 RECS FROM PMAM     X00220000

               SMFTY30=NO,         YES|NO WANT SMF30 RECS FROM PMAM    X00230000

               TERMINL=LTERM,      LTERM|ACCMETH HOW IDENTIFY TERMINAL X00240000

               TSKWAIT=YES         YES|NO WANT TASK WAIT RECORDS        00250000

         END                                                                     

2. Assemble and link the #PMOPT macro to write the records to SMF.
3. Run your standard utility to offload the records. (The records are selected by type, according to the SMFRCID= listed

in the #PMOPT macro.)
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Integrate with Mainframe Application Tuner
Mainframe Application Tuner (MAT) identifies application delays and resource consumption and helps you improve the
performance of your mainframe applications. MAT observes and samples program activity to show the application view of
performance. The IDMS integration with MAT identifies delays in an IDMS environment.

Display IDMS Delays

The IDMS Delays panel enables you to pinpoint bottlenecks due to IDMS requests.

The panel shows the percentage of IDMS samples that are taken during the monitored period where MAT detected tasks
in IDMS. MAT reports whether each task is executing or waiting at the time the samples were taken.

Display Data Manipulation Language (DML) Delays

The DML Delays panel enables you to pinpoint bottlenecks due to requests from DML statements. This panel shows the
current or most recent DML statement in effect when MAT detected that IDMS was waiting for resources.

For more information, see Identify Delays in an IDMS Environment.

Integrate with MICS
MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS (MICS) is a data integration application that collects and stores, in the MICS database,
IDMS database management system data from IDMS Performance Monitor.

Key Benefits

IDMS Performance Monitor provides the data necessary to manage the day-to-day operation of the MICS database/
data communication system and to respond to user problems, complaints, and questions. It reports workload, resource
utilization, and performance data at the daily operational level.

Integrate with SYSVIEW Performance Management
SYSVIEW is a z/OS performance monitoring and management solution for your z/OS system environment that
complements your IDMS environment.  

Through real-time monitoring of your mainframe environment, you can view and track IDMS information such as IDMS
address spaces, transactions, and databases. Having access to information about business-critical system performance
enables you to proactively manage your environment.

SYSVIEW gives you the ability to:

• Detect and correct potential problems before they occur
• Baseline resource use and predict growth and capacity needs
• Remotely monitor and tune IDMS environments

This performance monitoring and management solution is ideal for customers who want to monitor several systems,
including:

• z/OS system resources
• Datacom/DB
• IDMS/DB
• CICS

To use SYSVIEW with IDMS, you must have the Performance Monitor option installed. For more information about
SYSVIEW, see SYSVIEW Performance Intelligence.
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Integrate with Test Data Manager
Test Data Manager (Test Data Manager) offers an automated solution to one of the most time-consuming and resource-
intensive problems in Continuous Delivery—creating, maintaining, and provisioning test data. Test Data Manager uniquely
combines elements of data sub-setting, masking, and synthetic, on-demand data generation to enable testing teams to
meet the agile needs of the organization.

Test Data Manager uses SQL to extract data from existing databases and insert the generated test data into a test
database.

Before you use Test Data Manager, you should be familiar with the following IDMS functions:

This article provides a brief description of these IDMS functions.

IDMS SQL and Network Databases

IDMS uses SQL to access and update network databases. You define an SQL schema that identifies the network schema
and physical database instance. Network databases, however, are often normalized, and owner record key fields are not
replicated in member records. Instead, VIA records are related to owners by internal network connections. Techniques
to work around this include IDMS syntax extensions that are used to join owner and member records, such as the set
name predicate and virtual foreign keys (VFK). Tools that generate standard SQL generally do not support these IDMS
extensions. Because member records exposed as SQL do not typically have foreign keys, SQL INSERT statements often
do not include sufficient information in the generated test data for IDMS SQL to connect a VIA record to its correct owner.

To address this issue, you use IDMS SQL Quick Bridge to generate an IDMS table procedure that maps a table procedure
definition onto a VIA record. The table procedure resembles a standard table to Test Data Manager. In addition to data
columns, the table procedure includes columns that are used to position in the network database on the owner before
storing the VIA member record.

IDMS Table Procedures

Table procedures can be used to handle situations in a network database that are not directly handled by the standard
SQL support. A table procedure defines a virtual pseudo table, columns, and a program.  When accessing rows or
updating the table, a program is called that passes columns as parameters.  The program uses some of the parameters
to position in the database, and returns or retrieves generated data to the caller in the same parameter fields. Externally,
data appears if the table exists and can be processed as any SQL table.

IDMS SQL Quick Bridge

SQL Quick Bridge is a Windows application that provides an easy way to generate a table procedure. When modifications
are needed, the generated code provides a starting point for those modifications.

IDMS Server

IDMS Server provides the ODBC and JDBC support that Test Data Manager and Quick Bridge use to access IDMS
databases and dictionaries.

Integrate with Zowe CLI
Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets users interact with the mainframe in a familiar format. The IDMS Plug-in for
Zowe CLI provides the ability to execute and automate IDMS commands and administrative tasks.
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You can manage IDMS by using common tools and modern integrated development environments (IDEs), and by writing
scripts or programs that can be incorporated within automation for continuous integration/continuous development (CI/CD)
workflows.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed IDMS users are entitled to support for this plug-

in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Learn More

The following resources can help you learn more about Zowe CLI and plug-ins:

• Install CLI Plug-ins
Learn how to install Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI.

• Zowe Docs Site
Learn about installing and using Zowe CLI, open source plug-ins, and other components such as Zowe API Mediation
Layer.

• Mainframe Software Developer Cockpit
Glimpse a simulated modern mainframe developer experience that incorporates Visual Studio Code, the Zowe CLI,
and Git.

You can download the IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI from either from the NPM registry (as described in the "Installing Plug-
ins" sections) or from  IDMSthe support portal. The plug-in installation file (idms-for-zowe-cli.tgz) is packaged in a zip file
called DVD0000000003801.zip under product "CAIDMS MVS" for Release 19.0.

Brightside is the Broadcom enterprise-class support offering for Zowe. The Brightside documentation includes
information about Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI that are available for general use, Broadcom Early Access plug-ins
that require Brightside license to download, and simplified installation methods.

Zowe CLI is an open-source component of the Zowe project that lets you interact with the mainframe remotely and use
common tools such as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, Bash scripts, and build tools for
mainframe development.

Integrate with IBM Cognos
This article describes how a database administrator configures IBM® Cognos®1 (Cognos) to use with IDMS, and includes
the following topics:

You use Cognos to run queries and statistical computations to pull data from the database and produce reports or graphs.
Using the information from the reports and graphs helps you make business decisions. For more information about IBM
Cognos, see the the IBM Knowledge Center.

After you integrate IDMS with Cognos, Cognos runs natively against an IDMS SQL or network database. Cognos uses an
SQL Schema with or without Virtual Foreign Keys (VFK). If you do not use VFKs, you define views that encapsulate the
IDMS setName predicate to join owners and members.

Before You Begin

The following IDMS product components must be installed, configured, and enabled before you configure Cognos:
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• IDMS Server Version 17
• IDMS SQL

For more information about these components, see the topics "Using IDMS Server" and "SQL Reference." Also see
"Accessing Network-Defined Databases" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Configuring Cognos

This section describes the values that you use during the Cognos installation.

Connection Settings

IDMS communicates with Cognos through IDMS Server using the JDBC driver. During configuration, you must provide the
following information:

Variable Description
URL jdbc:idms://<hostname:portnumber>/<dictname>

• The hostname can be an IP or DNS address.
• The port number is the port that is forwarded to IDMS

Driver class ca.idms.jdbc.IdmsJdbcDriver
JDBC Driver location c:\Progra~1\CA\IDMS Server\Java\lib"

IDMS Properties File

During the Cognos installation, you copy the IDMS properties file into the Cognos bin64 folder, as follows:

• Copy caidms.properties to the Cognos folder, <Cognos BI>\bin64
• Copy ca_idms.properties to the Cognos configuration file, <Cognos BI>\configuration\xqe

Enable Tracing

If you want to produce JDBC message logs, you set tracing to true in the IDMS properties file.

1 IBM and Cognos are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many jurisdictions
worldwide.

Use Data Content Discovery to Set Up IDMS Tables for Scanning
Data Content Discovery is a tool that scans mainframe data to identify its location. You can use it to scan IDMS tables.

For details about the procedure for setting up the tables and scanning, see Enable IDMS Table Scanning.
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